
A Powerful Data Solution for 
Modern Enterprises

Enterprises rely on a heterogenous mix of both custom and off the shelf applications to 
run their operations, resulting in having to integrate data from one system to another to 
accurately obtain reliable information. Very often this process is time consuming and costly 
resulting in long lead times to dynamically address the movement of data, holding back on 
the democratisation of such data, and preventing any true form of automation or hyper-
automation.

Nimble, Simple & Powerful 
Synatic, as a business, prides itself on offering a 
platform that facilitates speedy resolutions to this 
ongoing enterprise struggle. Further, the unique 
model of our Software as a Service solution but with 
services…Software with a Service (SWAS) instead 
of just SaaS means we can guide you through this 
challenging environment. Through one unified 
platform for integration, ETL, API management 
and data management, with a wide range of pre-
built connectors and solutions, Synatic embraces 
an iterative approach that focuses on short time 
to value with a clear long term goal. Innovation 
becomes a step-wise reality within your distributed-
cloud and hybrid on-prem constructs. Along with 
App modernization from legacy systems like AS/400 
and DB2, Synatic solves simple and complex data 
challenges with ease, saving you time and money.

Why choose Synatic? 
With Synatic you get the added value of being 
beyond an iPaaS solution, meaning Synatic can 
integrate and ETL any solution with an API, SDK, 
ODBC or flat file capability, whilst also building 
out your own API endpoints.  Other value adds 
are the super-caching feature that allows for 
faster processing of data and API exposure along 
with consolidated access to data across multiple 
systems, split workflows (parallel, condition, series), 
and multiple steps for data transformation in the 
platform using buffers. 
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A Powerful Data Solution for Modern Enterprises

Key Benefits
 
The benefits of choosing Synatic as a beyond iPaaS solution are endless:

 Truly democratise your data.

 Integrate any solution

 Rapid Time to Value – days not months to 
implement and start innovating

 Modernise your legacy solutions with API 
management and ODBC integration

 Many standard connectors and the ability to 
add even more 

 Bring your AI and BI dreams to life quicker

 Remove excel and google sheets as a means of 
data transfer

 Infinite scalability and extensibility

Join the revolution of the Synatic solution 
that is beyond iPaaS. Bringing Simple, 
Nimble, Powerful integration and ETL to all 
organisations at a palatable price point.

Get in Touch
www.synatic.com

Jamie Peers
Business Development
jamie@synatic.com
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